
Established in 2013, the International Workshop on Business Models is a platform for the 

fusion of insights about Business Models from both research and practice. The platform is 

predicated on the belief that researchers and practitioners could mutually benefit from the 

exchange of ideas and insights about Business Models. Scholars  from around the world 

bring a holistic view on business model issues and help practitioners in applying business 

model frameworks to tackle business issues. By sharing their real-world experiences 

practitioners enable scholars to crystalize and further develop business model frameworks. 

The workshop meets annually to discuss a broad range of content and process issues that 

relate to developing and implementing innovative business models.

Business model innovations can profoundly impact and change the way people live, work, 

consume, and interact with each other. Much of the research on business models has 

been conducted in the context of startups, however, and so we know less about business 

model innovation and change in established firms. Examples of well-known firms like Apple 

(adoption of innovative iPod/iTunes business model), IBM (switch from product-centered 

to service-centered business model), or Blackberry (failure to adapt the business model on 

time) suggest that these are also important topics for established firms.

This workshop aims to provide a forum for discussing a range of issues related to business 

model innovation and change, such as: How important is business model innovation 

compared to other forms of innovation in established firms? How does it differ? Are there 

interdependencies among various forms of innovation? How are new business models 

conceived and implemented in established firms? Does business model innovation differ 

between established firms and startups? If so, how? What are the costs of business model 

innovation? Under what circumstances does business model innovation help established 

firms rejuvenate and grow? What is the decision process leading to business model 

innovation (e.g., the role of individuals versus teams, middle managers versus senior 

managers)? How do different business models compete? What are the relevant performance 

outcomes of business models? What properties of business models confer a competitive 

advantage to the established firm?
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

8:30 – 10:30      Academic panel 
discussion

11:00 – 13:00    Executives panel 
discussion

13:00 – 14:30    Lunch

14:30 – 16:30  Interactive joint 
discussion

ACCOMODATIONS

We have arranged room blocks with 

discounted rates at the Hotel Ritzi in 

Munich and Motel One Germany Betriebs 

BmbH. Please find information on the 

rates and the hotels below. We encourage 

registrants to book their hotel rooms early 

whether or not they plan to stay at this 

hotel or elsewhere in Munich, as this is 

also Oktoberfest season.

Hotel Ritzi in Munich

+49 89 41 42 40 890

office@hotel-ritzi.de

Single Occupancy Room - 146,00 euro

Double Occupancy Room - 179,00 euro

*both options include breakfast

To reserve rooms in this block, please 

contact the hotel directly and reference 

the rooms for IESE.

 Motel One Germany Betriebs BmbH

+49 89 599 76 490

muenchen-ost@motel-one.com

Single Occupancy Room - 78,50 euro 

(includes breakfast)

To reserve rooms in this block, please 

contact the hotel directly and reference 

the rooms for IESE.
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